How to play

ROULETTE

LET’S PLAY
ROULETTE
Roulette’s iconic spinning wheel
has made this game instantly
recognisable in casinos worldwide.
And that’s a good thing, because it’s
also one of the simplest and most
exciting table games you’ll find!

Roulette is a game of chance where
players bet on a numbered wheel and
ball. It’s simple to play and has lots
of betting options with some great
potential payouts.

THE GOAL
◊◊

The aim of Roulette is to correctly guess which of the
37 numbered compartments the ball will land in by
placing bets on sections of the table that contain that
number.

HOW TO PLAY
◊◊

When you buy-in to Roulette, the Dealer will give you
uniquely coloured chips, which can only be used on
that table and help to keep track of which bets are
yours. When you’ve finished playing, simply trade in
your colour chips for cash chips, which can be used
elsewhere in the casino.

◊◊

Before spinning the wheel, the Dealer will invite players
to ‘place your bets’.

◊◊

The Dealer will then spin the Roulette wheel and rapidly
roll a ball into the wheel’s outer track.

◊◊

Players may position any number of chips wherever
they choose on the table before the Dealer calls
‘no more bets’.

◊◊

When the ball comes to a rest, the Dealer will
announce the winning number and place a marker
on the corresponding location on the table.

◊◊

Any bets placed that include this number will be paid
out at the odds listed, and losing chips will be removed.

Place your chips carefully as positioning can
alter the intention and type of your bet.

Bets and Odds
The Roulette table has many options for betting and
players may make as many different bets as they choose
during a round.
The simplest bets are even money bets, which cover 18
numbers. These include Red or Black, Odds or Evens,
and Low (1 to 18) or High (19 to 36). Even money bets
double your wager when they win and are a great
introduction to playing Roulette. Remember, even money
bets come in pairs: when one wins, the other loses.

Note: all wagers lose on zero except for Straight Up
bets placed on zero, or those placed in a combination
with the numbers 1, 2 or 3 that includes zero

You can make any number of different bets
each round to increase your chances of winning,
and several bets can win at the same time!
(eg. three separate bets placed on
BLACK, EVEN and 3rd 12 will all win
if the ball lands on 28)
Just remember you’ll also lose any chips
that don’t win.

The graphs below display all bets and their odds, as well
as their position on the table.
TYPE

PLACE CHIPS

PAYS

A

Straight Up
Any number, or zero

in the centre of any
one number

35 to 1

B

Split
Any two numbers

on the line between
any two numbers to
cover both

17 to 1

C

Street
Any three numbers

on the end of a row 11 to 1

D

Corner
Any four numbers

on the corner of
four numbers

8 to 1

E

Sixline
Any six numbers

on the end of the
row, between two
adjacent rows of
three

5 to 1

F

Column
First, second or
third lot of twelve
numbers

in the box
corresponding to
your chosen column

2 to 1

G

Dozen
in the box
2 to 1
Group of twelve
corresponding to the
consecutive numbers 1st 12, 2nd 12 or 3rd
twelve consecutive
numbers

H

Even Odds
- Low (1 to 18) or
High (19 – 36)
- Red or Black
- Odd or Even

A

G

B C

in the section
that applies

D

E

H

1 to 1

F
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The race track area on Roulette is used for wagering on
numbers side by side on the Roulette wheel. It displays
the order of the numbers as they are seen on the wheel.
The Dealer must place all wagers on the racetrack. If you
want to place a bet on 5 and the neighbours, you are
betting on number 5 and two numbers each side of 5 on
the wheel (eg. 5, 10, 16, 23 and 24).
The section bets are of French origin and cover 4
sections of the Roulette wheel. The sections consist of
Serie 5/8, Orphelins, Serie 0/2/3/and 0- Spel.
If you require more information ask your Dealer or take
a Roulette card from the table.

GOOD LUCK!

Buying Chips
Bets at the Casino are made with Casino chips.
You can purchase these at any of the gaming
tables. Simply place the amount you wish to play
(notes only) on the table and the Dealer will pass
you the equivalent in chips. Their value is clearly
printed on each face. You can redeem your chips
for cash at the Cashier’s window at any time.

Ask any time
Our friendly staff are always happy to answer
your questions about any of the games we play.
Once you get started, feel free to ask your Dealer
if you need to know more.
The Dealer’s role is to manage the game and
assist you with any queries you might have,
however they cannot advise you on what to do.
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Gambling problem? Call the ACT Gambling
and Support Service on 1800 858 858.

